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I am Sara, a Jewish girl from Europe.
In the 1930s my future was shadowed by the rise of the Nazis. My family and I were forced to abandon
our happy lives and beautiful home to escape the Shoah. A ship called 66&RQWH%LDQFDPDQR
-- a true Noah's ark -- took us on to new lives at the Bund of Shanghai, an international city filled with
multinational architectural designs and diverse people.
When my family arrived, we were warmly greeted by our Chinese neighbors. However, the
establishment of "Designated Area for Stateless Refugees" known today as the “Hongkew Ghetto” in
1943, filled our lives with hardship and dismay.
One stormy afternoon, when I got lost, wandering through the rain-swept, narrow streets, with my
dog and panda toy, a kind Chinese lady befriended me by holding an umbrella over my head to protect
me from the rain and wind. The warmth of her gesture in this dark moment was like the bright rays of
light emitting from a holiday menorah. I, therefore, became a witness to history and live today to tell
the tale 70 years later.
Prof. Xu Xin Nanjing University
May 2013
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